Additions to the Library at Friends House

H

ENRY J. CADBURY has presented photostat copies
of two rare pamphlets by Roger Crabb published in
1659: (i) his Gentle Correction for the High-flown
Backslider (from the only known copy, in the Huntington
Library, San Marino, Calif.) ; and (ii) A Tender Salutation :
or, The substance of a Letter given forth by the Rationals, to
the Despised Remnant, and Seed of God, in the People called
Quakers.
Other gifts have included the Thomas Wilkinson MSS.
collection, from Mary D. Baker ; a water-colour painting of
Claverham Meeting House, Somerset (artist unknown),
from Edward Gregory; and two papers on Hampshire
Friends' history by William C. Stewart.
In our last issue (p. 29) the note on books that belonged
to Margaret Fell should have included four instead of two.
We are indebted to Henry J. Cadbury for a reminder that he
wrote an article in this Journal, xxxiv, 1937, p. 27, drawing
attention to three such books, one certain and two almost
certain. The first was the volume in the Library of Congress,
which was described in our last issue.
The others were, first, a quarto volume of seventeenth
century Quaker tracts with " M.F." stamped on the binding,
second, a copy of the Battledore, 1660, inscribed " Daniel
Abraham of Swarthmore Book," in his own hand, and
containing a list of tracts in George Fox's handwriting. The
former of these has now been transferred from Friends'
Library, 302 Arch Street, Philadelphia, to Haverford
College, Pennsylvania. The latter is in the Library of
Congress.
Henry J. Cadbury also calls attention to the mention by
Isabel Ross of a Bible in her Margaret Fell (1949), p. 203.
The book referred to is actually a Concordance to the Bible,
of which Friends House Library has a folio edition inscribed
" Margaret Fox " and " Bridget Fell."
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